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One of the most important factors shaping world outcomes is where investment dollars are placed. In

this regard, there is the rapidly growing area called sustainable investing where environmental, social, and

corporate governance (ESG) measures are taken into account. With people interested in this type of investing

rarely able to gain exposure to the area other than through a mutual fund, we study a cross section of U.S.

mutual funds to assess the extent to which ESG measures are embedded in their portfolios. Our methodology

makes heavy use of points on the nondominated surfaces of many tri-criterion portfolio selection problems

in which sustainability is modeled, after risk and return, as a third criterion. With the mutual funds acting as

a filter, the question is: How effective is the sustainable mutual fund industry in carrying out its charge? Our

findings are that the industry has substantial leeway to increase the sustainability quotients of its portfolios

at even no cost to risk and return, thus implying that the funds are unnecessarily falling short on the reasons

why investors are investing in these funds in the first place.
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. Introduction

Sustainable investment, which is an umbrella term for what is

nown in various circles as sustainable and responsible investment,

ocially responsible investment, or environmental, social, and cor-

orate governance (ESG) investment, is perhaps the fastest growing

rea in the mutual fund industry today. It is based upon the desire of

any investors to only attempt the optimization of the risk–return

radeoff in a way that supports ethical corporate behavior and keeps

n eye on the general social good. Such concerns in investing can be

raced back to the Quakers who banned profits from the weapons and

lave trade, and to the John Wesley sermon on “The Use of Money”

elivered according to Smith (1982) in 1744 whose message was “to

ot harm your neighbor through your investments.”1 Layered on top

f this, we have today the many more specific concerns about the

reatment of animals, the use of sweatshops, global warming, and so

orth. Along with ecological disasters such as Chernobyl, the Exxon

aldez, Fukushima-Daiichi, and Deepwater Horizon, interest has only

rown in this category of investment.

Taking its cue from much of this, in 2006, the United Nations estab-

ished its Principles of Responsible Investment (UN PRI) in collabora-
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 706 542 3782; fax: +1 706 542 9434.

E-mail addresses: sebastian.utz@ur.de (S. Utz), maximilian.wimmer@ur.de

(M. Wimmer), rsteuer@uga.edu (R.E. Steuer).
1 Although Wesley never used those exact words, this kind of phrase is used in

ikipedia and other places on the Web to summarize the takeaway from that sermon.
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ion with the investment industry, government, and representatives

f the public. Institutional investors, by becoming signatories, are to

ommit themselves to integrating ESG issues into their investment

ecision-making and to developing ESG tools and metrics for use in

heir analyses. Also, the Principles seek academic research on ESG

opics. As of this writing, the initiative has over 1300 signatories from

ver 50 countries (www.unpri.org/signatories/signatories/). Because

f the popularity of the trend, virtually all major mutual fund firms in

orth America and Europe offer at least one sustainable mutual fund

or ESG investors.

In general, mutual funds manage themselves in accordance with a

wo-stage process. The first stage is security selection. In this stage, all

ssets from some categorization (e.g., the S&P 500) are screened so as

o be suitable for the fund at hand. In this way, the first stage narrows

own the larger pool to a more workable number of securities in the

orm of an approved list. The second stage is asset allocation. In this

tage, the fund’s wealth is allocated to the securities on the approved

ist.

The difference between the way a sustainable mutual fund is man-

ged and the way a conventional mutual fund is managed really only

akes place in the first stage, where, in a sustainable fund, the assets

re further screened for only those that meet certain standards of

ustainability. Only by surviving these additional standards can an

sset wind up on the approved list of a sustainable mutual fund. But

fter the approved list is complete, as demonstrated in Utz, Wimmer,

teuer, and Hirschberger (2014), there is no evidence indicating that

ustainability is further taken into account in the second stage. That
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is, under the banner that all sustainability concerns are taken care

of in the first stage, the second stage of a sustainable mutual fund is

carried out in the same way that a second stage is carried out in a

conventional fund. In other words, in the second stage, a sustainable

fund’s wealth is allocated to the securities on its approved list in the

same way that a conventional fund would allocate its wealth to the

same securities if faced with the same approved list.

Concerning the above two-stage process, there is no problem with

the security selection first stage. This is normal and necessary to re-

duce all potential securities down to a list of securities that is suitable

to invest in and can be monitored by the mutual fund over time, but

we have strong reservations about the way the second stage is prac-

ticed in sustainable mutual funds. This is because, from the securities

on an approved list, one cannot expect to find the portfolio that best

balances variance, expected return, and sustainability, by finding the

portfolio that best balances just variance and expected return, as this

is, with sustainability assessments suspended, what is done in the

second stage.

Thus, the purpose of this paper is to analyze the ability to increase

the levels of sustainability (which we also refer to as “sustainability

quotients”) possessed by the portfolios of sustainable mutual funds

to more fully align the funds with the intentions of the sustainable

investors who invest in them. This is in recognition that over and

above the utility earned by the financial objectives of risk and return,

sustainable investors gain additional utility from the non-financial

objective of sustainability. Thus, delegating sustainability to only the

first stage so that the second stage can be treated as standard is not

enough. What is needed is a more integrated second-stage approach,

one that, beyond the risk–return tradeoff, can handle the more com-

plex risk–return–sustainability tradeoff which is the challenge of a

sustainable mutual fund. This attracts us to the class of procedures

such as suggested by Hallerbach, Ning, Soppe, and Spronk (2004),

Ben Abdelaziz, Aouni, and El Fayedh (2007), Ballestero, Bravo, Pérez-

Gladish, Arenas-Parra, and Plà-Santamaria (2012), Xidonas, Mavrotas,

Krintas, Psarras, and Zopounidis (2012), Hirschberger, Steuer, Utz,

Wimmer, and Qi (2013), Cabello, Ruiz, Pérez-Gladish, and Méndez-

Rodriguez (2014), and Calvo, Ivorra, and Liern (2014) to better give us

an integrated capability.

At this point, it is helpful to note that in standard bi-criterion

portfolio selection there is the variance–expected return efficient

frontier, but with sustainability included, we now find ourselves in

non-standard tri-criterion portfolio selection in which there is the

variance–expected return–sustainability efficient surface. Of the pro-

cedures just mentioned, we employ the one from Hirschberger et al.

(2013) in this paper. This is because it best gives us the tri-criterion

efficient surface capability needed to explain and visualize our analy-

ses and show how the sustainable mutual fund industry can, indeed,

significantly increase its levels of sustainability.

Private investors would typically find it overburdening to con-

struct a sustainable portfolio on their own, and therefore must rely

on the mutual fund industry, but then there is the question about

how much are we to trust in the label of a “sustainable mutual fund.”

Utilizing a large sample of portfolios from conventional and sustain-

able mutual funds, in this paper we investigate the meaningfulness

of that label and whether asset managers of sustainable mutual funds

do all they can to offer their funds with the highest possible levels

of sustainability. In a nutshell, not inconsistent with Pérez-Gladish,

Méndez-Rodriguez, M’Zali, and Lang (2013), but by different means,

the answer is “No” as our results show that there is in general consid-

erable unused opportunity to increase the sustainability of a sustain-

able mutual fund’s portfolio without having to concede anything on

risk or return. However, the reason it is unused is probably because it

is not well understood in the industry as it would take a good eye to

spot the opportunity from the vantage point of the second-stage as

currently practiced, but not from the method we propose. While our

results are likely to be a let down to those who have been investing in
ustainable mutual funds, the good news is that there is ample room

or things to be done better in the future.

Continuing with the paper, in Section 2 we review the problem

f tri-criterion portfolio selection and discuss our parametrization

f the model. In Section 3 we correlate standard bi-criterion portfo-

io selection to our tri-criterion model and look at the nature of its

nondominated” surface. In Section 4 we discuss the large number of

uadratically constrained ε-constraint programs that are solved for

he experiments of the paper. In Section 5 we discuss the results of

he experiments. In Section 6 we overview computer times, and in

ection 7 we conclude the paper.

. Model and parametrization of tri-criterion portfolio selection

We begin this section with a review of tri-criterion portfolio se-

ection, mostly drawn from Hirschberger et al. (2013), which is at

he heart of the paper. With a focus on a more robust second-

tage model to explore the inherent variance–expected return–

ustainability tradeoff, let n be the number of assets obtained from

he first stage in the form of an approved list, μ ∈ R
n be the vector

f expected returns for the assets, � be the n × n covariance matrix

f the returns on the assets, ν ∈ R
n be the vector of the sustainability

alues ascribed to the assets, and � and ω be the lower and upper

ounds on each asset. With sustainability as the third criterion that

t is, this then results in, as a much more appropriate second-stage

odel for a sustainable mutual fund, the following tri-criterion port-

olio selection formulation

min {z1(x) = xT� x} portfolio return variance (1.1)

max {z2(x) = μT x} expected portfolio return (1.2)

max {z3(x) = νT x} portfolio sustainability (1.3)

s.t. 1T x = 1 (1.4)

xi ∈ [�,ω] for all i (1.5)

n which any x satisfying (1.4) is a portfolio, and the set of all x

atisfying both (1.4) and (1.5) is the feasible region S ⊂ R
n in de-

ision space. Because of the three criteria, there is another version

f the feasible region, that being Z ⊂ R
3 in criterion space, where

= {z | zi = zi(x), x ∈ S}. In criterion space, z̄ ∈ Z is nondominated iff

here does not exist an x ∈ S such that z1(x) ≤ z1(x̄), z2(x) ≥ z2(x̄)and

3(x) ≥ z3(x̄) with at least one of the inequalities being strict. The set

f all nondominated criterion vectors is called the nondominated set

nd is designated N. In decision space, x̄ ∈ S is an efficient portfolio iff

ts z̄ is nondominated. Now, with the above as the second-stage model

or a sustainable mutual fund, sustainability plays a role in both stages

f the two-stage process.

To parameterize the model, the first task is to find measures that

ppropriately quantify the sustainability of a company in (1.3). Such

easures should derive from all of the operations, processes, and

rojects of a company that have a sustainability impact. In spirit with

he UN PRI, several independent sustainability rating agencies (e.g.,

nrate, Asset4, KLD Research & Analytics) monitor the corporate land-

cape at the individual firm level regarding ESG issues.

Since our use of sustainability assessments is from Asset4, we now

escribe that agency’s database and the process by which a security’s

ustainability rating is compiled. The database contains assessments

f more than 4700 firms over the period 2002–2013. The assess-

ents are updated on a yearly basis, and we only use the updated

ssessments.

The database covers almost all firms in the S&P 500, Russell 1000,

nd MSCI World index. The analysts of Asset4 review firms on a large
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Fig. 1. The nondominated surface of a sustainable mutual fund with n = 46 assets. By

the way, the surface consists of 1797 platelets, but other than for visualization, they

are of no particular significance in the paper.

Fig. 2. The projection of the surface (with its 1797 platelets) onto the variance–

expected return plane. Notice that the northwest boundary of the projection is the

standard nondominated frontier.
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umber of what are called data points, each concerning a specific

ssue such as “Does the company have a policy regarding the inde-

endence of its board,” “Does the company have a policy to reduce

missions,” and so forth. The answers are grouped into 15 categories

uch as product innovation, employment quality, emissions reduc-

ion, shareholder rights, and so forth. Then each category is mapped

nto a social pillar, with the three pillars being environment, social, and

orporate governance, standing for ESG.

We use the three social pillar scores as well as a composite ESG-

core in our study as different measures for the sustainability of a

rm. This is to function as a double check on the generality of this

aper. A composite ESG-score is constructed by weighting the three

ocial pillars. In this paper, we use equal weights for our composite

SG-score. A more elaborate approach to consolidate categories using

method called Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to

deal Solution is presented in Ballestero, Plà-Santamaria, Bravo, and

ernabeu (2014). The values of all four scores (E, S, G, and composite

SG) range from 0 to 1. A higher value indicates a higher level of

ustainability.

In addition to the sustainability data, we obtain all available mu-

ual fund portfolio holdings from the CRSP Survivor-Bias-Free US Mu-

ual Fund Database between January 1, 2002 and December 31, 2013.

he database contains the exact portfolio holdings of U.S. mutual

unds on certain so-called reporting dates, which are often quarterly

ut could be annually. Whenever there is a change in the securities

eld in the portfolio of a mutual fund on a reporting date, that consti-

utes a new, distinct reporting-date portfolio. We then link each dis-

inct reporting-date portfolio to monthly return data obtained from

homson Reuters Datastream and to ESG-score data obtained from

sset4. Since our monthly return and ESG data do not cover all portfo-

ios entirely, we disregard all portfolios in which less than 70 percent

f total assets are covered by our data.2 Finally, we follow Utz and

immer (2014) and use a list provided by the US Social Investment

orum along with several keywords (‘Environment,’ ‘Ethical,’ ‘Social,’

Clean,’ ‘Green,’ ‘Sustainable’) to determine whether a given mutual

und is to be classified as a sustainable mutual fund or as a conven-

ional mutual fund.

This causes us to wind up with 1075 different reporting-date

ortfolios stemming from 76 different sustainable mutual funds and

4,579 different reporting-date portfolios stemming from 4999 dif-

erent conventional mutual funds, for a total of 55,654 reporting-date

ortfolios. Thus, for each sustainable mutual fund we have on aver-

ge 14 different portfolio compositions, and for each conventional

utual fund we have on average 11 different portfolio compositions,

or analysis. The mean coverage of our portfolios is 80.47 percent for

ustainable mutual funds and 80.25 percent for conventional mutual

unds. On average, each sustainable reporting-date portfolio consists

f 124 securities, and each conventional reporting-date portfolio con-

ists of 87 securities.

. Comparison with standard portfolio selection

Concerning the nondominated set, we note that there is confu-

ion between operations research and finance as people in finance

ypically call points in the nondominated set “efficient,” for instance

he term efficient frontier. However, henceforth we will use the term

ondominated in connection with criterion vectors and leave the term

fficient to only apply to portfolios in decision space.

To compare with standard portfolio selection, which is (1.1–1.5)

ith (1.3) removed, consider Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 shows the variance–

xpected return–sustainability nondominated surface of one of the

ctual sustainable mutual funds in our study in which, without loss
2 Our analysis assumes that the part of a portfolio covered by our data represents an

nbiased sample of the total portfolio.

b

i

s

s

f generality, E is used as the sustainability measure. The surface is

ade up of many curved patches, called “platelets,” each coming from

he surface of a different paraboloidic solid. Although the surface may

ook dented and as if it may have many ridges (it is just the viewing

ngle) the surface is generally quite smooth with most of the platelets

lending into one another in a continuously differentiable fashion.

he significance of the nondominated surface is that somewhere on

t is the criterion vector of the portfolio that optimizes the decision

aker’s total utility. So, if one can locate an investor’s most preferred

oint on the nondominated surface, then by taking the inverse image

f that point, one will have that person’s optimal portfolio.

The lighter gray shape in Fig. 1 is the projection of the nondom-

nated surface onto the variance–expected return plane. For better

iewing, we have Fig. 2. The “northwest” boundary of the shape

s the standard variance–expected return nondominated frontier of

arkowitz (1952) portfolio selection. Recall that the Markowitz non-

ominated frontier is piecewise parabolic. We can now see where

he parabolic segments come from. They come from the projections

f the platelets. Notice that the shape is darkest just under the non-

ominated frontier. This means that many of the platelets in Fig. 1

re almost sideways to the variance–expected return plane. Thus, if

e were to take a point on the variance–expected return plane just

elow the nondominated frontier, we could probably move quite far

n the direction of sustainability before piercing the nondominated

urface because of the sideways nature of much of the nondominated
urface.
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Fig. 3. Projection of fund portfolio w onto the nondominated surface N in the E-score

direction when the projection hits the nondominated surface.

Fig. 4. Attempted projection of fund portfolio w onto the nondominated surface N in

the E-score direction when the projection does not hit the nondominated surface. On

the nondominated surface, the white lines are contours of constant E-value.
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4. Using quadratically constrained ε-constraint linear programs

With the number of investors feeling responsible about the non-

financial consequences of their investments only growing, the sus-

tainable mutual fund industry can only be expected to grow. But how

it grows is important. Will it grow in a fashion that the term “sustain-

able mutual fund” is little more than a sales pitch, or will the industry

be able to run itself for full effect? With the mutual fund as a mid-

dleman, the efficiency at which desires are converted into action, and

how much gets lost in translation, are key issues. But how to measure

a sustainable mutual fund’s efficiency? One way is to relate the level

of sustainability at which the industry is currently operating to the

level of sustainability at which the industry could operate without

diminishing financial performance, and this is the approach taken in

this paper.

Therefore, we now make use of the observation in the above sec-

tions to analyze potential opportunities for mutual funds to increase

their E, S, G, and composite ESG-scores without deteriorating any of

their variances or expected returns. Note that for each reporting-date

portfolio we have the type of fund, the monthly returns for the pre-

ceding 120 months (or as many as are obtainable) of all assets in the

portfolio, and the current (as of the reporting date) E, S, G, and com-

posite ESG-scores of these assets. Then, for the information needed in

our analyses, we pursue for each of the 55,654 reporting-date port-

folios the ε-constraint3 approach specified in the following four-step

procedure:

1. Select from the 55,654 portfolios the weighting w ∈ R
n of a port-

folio that has not previously been selected.

2. For forming μ, calculate as the expected return of each asset in w

the mean of its past 120 (or as many as we have) monthly returns.

For the covariance matrix, calculate all possible (as there may be

missing data) pairwise covariances. If this does not yield a positive

definite matrix, compute as � the nearest positive definite matrix

using the procedure prescribed in Qi and Sun (2006).

3. For the lower and upper bounds on each asset, obtain

� = min
i

{wi} and ω = max
i

{wi}
4. With ν the current (as of the reporting date) sustainability vector,

ε1 = wT� w, and ε2 = μT w, solve

max or min {νT x} (QCLP)

s.t. xT� x ≤ ε1

μT x ≥ ε2

1T x = 1

xi ∈ [�,ω] for all i

eight times, four in maximization mode with E, S, G, and com-

posite ESG for ν, and four in minimization mode with E, S, G,

and composite ESG for ν, holding variance to at most that of w

and expected return to at least that of w. The maximization runs

produce efficient portfolios, and the minimization runs produce

anti-efficient portfolios (worst over the feasible region given ε1

and ε2). The efficient and anti-efficient portfolios give the range

of each sustainability measure over the feasible region under the

ε-constraint conditions of w. They also allow us to identify where

within its ranges a mutual fund is operating as of a given reporting

date.

All 8 × 55,654 = 445,232 optimizations were carried out on Cplex

12.6 called from Matlab. For clarity, it is beneficial to view the op-

eration of (QCLP). Consider Fig. 3 in which the shaded surface is to
3 For background information about ε-constraint approaches, see Mavrotas (2009).

i

n

a

epresent the variance–expected return–E nondominated surface and

(w)represents the location of the criterion vector of the current port-

olio w. What the maximization of E does in Fig. 3 is project z(w)along

he line of constant variance ε1 and constant expected return ε2 un-

il point z(x) is encountered on the nondominated surface. What the

inimization of E does is pursue the projection of z(w)along the same

ine but in the opposite direction. The two resulting criterion vectors

ell us the range of possibilities for z3(x) given ε1 and ε2, and where

3(w) is situated in relation.

The inequalities, however, in (QCLP) are necessary as it could be

he case that a projection does not hit the nondominated surface. Such

case is illustrated in Fig. 4 with the same nondominated surface as

n Fig. 3, but from a different angle. Only the variance of w in this

llustration has been increased, so that the projection misses. In this

ase, we want the criterion vector on the nondominated surface that

as the highest E-score while possessing, as indicated by the dashed

ines, at most the variance of w and at least the expected return of

. This yields the point shown in Fig. 4 which has the same expected

eturn but less variance than w. The point is recognized as having the

reatest E-score within the sector defined by the dashed lines after

nspecting the white lines which are lines of constant E-value on the

ondominated surface, with the E-values of the white lines increasing

s we move to the lower right.
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Table 1

Mean results of the efficient and relevant anti-efficient QCLP portfolios arranged by type of fund and metric.

Panel A

� μ ros

Sust Conv Sust Conv Sust Conv

fund w 0.0032 0.0039 0.0119 0.0127 0.0363 0.0408

max E 0.0031 0.0038 0.0119 0.0127 0.0378 0.0415

max S 0.0031 0.0037 0.0119 0.0127 0.0363 0.0388

max G 0.0031 0.0037 0.0119 0.0128 0.0373 0.0391

max ESG 0.0031 0.0037 0.0119 0.0127 0.0368 0.0396

Panel B1

E S G ESG

Sust Conv Sust Conv Sust Conv Sust Conv

fund w 0.6545 0.6275 0.6631 0.6400 0.8039 0.7977 0.7072 0.6884

max E 0.8331 0.7973 0.7945 0.7546 0.8476 0.8402 0.8251 0.7974

max S 0.7934 0.7517 0.8349 0.8004 0.8496 0.8428 0.8260 0.7983

max G 0.7529 0.7187 0.7577 0.7271 0.8881 0.8794 0.7996 0.7751

max ESG 0.8218 0.7841 0.8225 0.7869 0.8679 0.8601 0.8374 0.8104

Panel B2

E S G ESG

Sust Conv Sust Conv Sust Conv Sust Conv

min E 0.3046 0.3276 0.4254 0.4386 0.7201 0.7237 0.4834 0.4966

min S 0.3575 0.3830 0.3512 0.3751 0.7119 0.7192 0.4735 0.4924

min G 0.4189 0.4352 0.4600 0.4758 0.6326 0.6527 0.5038 0.5212

min ESG 0.3217 0.3440 0.3731 0.3957 0.6706 0.6865 0.4551 0.4754
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. Analyzing results of QCLP experiments

Although the UN PRI initiative obligates signatories to carry out

SG analyses, there have been few attempts to measure the actual

ustainabilities possessed by portfolios in the mutual fund indus-

ry, namely only by Kempf and Osthoff (2008), Wimmer (2013) and

tz and Wimmer (2014). The difficulty in obtaining all of the holdings,

onthly returns, and ESG information required and then tying it to-

ether is certainly partly responsible for this. But our dataset of 55,654

ortfolios along with associated monthly returns and ESG scores en-

ble us to conduct a comprehensive study of many mutual funds by

ooking at (a) each fund’s level of sustainability and (b) each fund’s

pportunities to enhance its sustainability without having to subtract

rom the fund’s financial characteristics. To the best of our knowledge,

his is the first paper that analyzes the differences between actual

utual fund portfolios and their efficient portfolio projections (that

y construction have noninferior variances and expected returns yet

aximum possible sustainability scores).

For each reporting-date portfolio w and each of its efficient and

nti-efficient portfolios, we employ seven metrics (three financial,

our sustainable) to assess their performances. In the financial cat-

gory, the first two are in-sample variance and in-sample expected

eturn, which is just another way of referring to the variances and

xpected returns used in and obtained from the (QCLP) optimiza-

ions. The third is 3-months out-of-sample return, that being achieved

uring the three months following a w’s reporting date. Given that

ortfolios obtained from Markowitz-style optimizations are known

o work poorly out-of-sample (DeMiguel, Garlappi, & Uppal, 2009),

his out-of-sample return measure is important later in helping to

how that our projected efficient portfolios do not have different fi-

ancial characteristics from their w’s. In the sustainable category,

he four metrics are the E, S, G, and composite ESG scores of a

ortfolio.

In Table 1 are arranged the results of the 445,232 QCLP optimiza-

ions that were carried out in Step 4 of the four-step procedure spec-

fied earlier, 222,616 of which were used to generate the efficient

ortfolios (max E, max S, max G, max ESG) and 222,616 of which
ere used to generate the anti-efficient portfolios (min E, min S, min

, min ESG). With the results broken out by type of fund, (Sust) for sus-

ainable and (Conv) for conventional, the table reports on the mean

etric results of variance (�), expected return (μ), and 3-months

ut-of-sample return (ros) in Panel A, and on the mean metric results

f E-score, S-score, G-score, and composite ESG-score in Panels B1 and

2. Also shown in the table for comparison are mean metric results for

he 55,654 reporting-date portfolios in the rows indicated by “fund

.” Note the slightly lower results for � in the Sust and Conv columns

f Panel A for max E, max S, max G, and max ESG than for fund w. This

s not an error. This is because occasionally the projections miss the

ondominated and the resulting lower value for variance experienced

s shown in Fig. 4 brings down the average.

In order to derive statistical inference, we need to test whether

he efficient portfolios are different from their respective fund port-

olios w. Table 2 contains the results of several t-tests based upon the

ype of fund (Sust, Conv) and the type of efficient portfolio genera-

ion strategy (max E, max S, max G, max ESG). The portfolio metrics

mployed in the table are (in the order of the rows) the average E, S,

, and composite ESG-score differences, the average 3-month return

ifference, the average variance difference, and the average expected

eturn difference between the efficient portfolios and their w’s. The

alues in parentheses are the t-statistics where the ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ de-

ote significance at the 10 percent, 5 percent, and 1 percent level,

espectively.

To illustrate Table 2, consider the Sust column under the heading

ax E. The first t-statistic in this column is 42.71. What this shows is

hat efficient portfolios obtained by QCLP-projecting sustainable w’s

n the direction of E have significantly higher E-scores than the w’s

rom which projected. The three t-statistics immediately below, start-

ng with 37.20, are serendipitous in that the same efficient portfolios

how significantly higher S, G, and ESG-scores as well even though

ot being the efficient portfolios obtained by QCLP-projecting along

hose directions. While we note that the t-statistics are greater in the

djacent Conv column, this is no surprise as conventional funds are

nder no mandate to include more sustainability in their funds be-

ond what occurs by coincidence. The fifth t-statistic in the column
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Table 2

Efficient portfolios (e) vs. their corresponding reporting-date portfolios (w).

max E max S max G max ESG

Sust Conv Sust Conv Sust Conv Sust Conv

Ee − Ew diff 0.1787 0.1698 0.1389 0.1242 0.0984 0.0912 0.1674 0.1566

t-stat (42.71)∗∗∗ (209.98)∗∗∗ (32.37)∗∗∗ (150.56)∗∗∗ (23.55)∗∗∗ (110.23)∗∗∗ (40.12)∗∗∗ (193.46)∗∗∗

Se − Sw diff 0.1314 0.1145 0.1718 0.1604 0.0946 0.0871 0.1594 0.1469

t-stat (37.20)∗∗∗ (156.83)∗∗∗ (46.53)∗∗∗ (217.49)∗∗∗ (27.34)∗∗∗ (118.90)∗∗∗ (43.30)∗∗∗ (198.64)∗∗∗

Ge − Gw diff 0.0437 0.0425 0.0457 0.0451 0.0842 0.0816 0.0640 0.0624

t-stat (27.29)∗∗∗ (148.69)∗∗∗ (28.77)∗∗∗ (157.93)∗∗∗ (51.81)∗∗∗ (288.43)∗∗∗ (39.22)∗∗∗ (220.27)∗∗∗

ESGe − ESGw diff 0.1179 0.1089 0.1188 0.1099 0.0924 0.0866 0.1303 0.1219

t-stat (40.11)∗∗∗ (187.49)∗∗∗ (39.39)∗∗∗ (186.59)∗∗∗ (31.87)∗∗∗ (147.15)∗∗∗ (43.12)∗∗∗ (207.03)∗∗∗

ros
e − ros

w diff 0.0014 0.0007 − 0.0001 − 0.0020 0.0009 − 0.0017 0.0005 − 0.0012

t-stat (0.35) (1.13) (−0.02) (−3.00)∗∗∗ (0.23) (−2.61)∗∗∗ (0.12) (−1.80)∗

�e − �w diff −0.0000 −0.0001 −0.0001 −0.0002 −0.0001 −0.0002 −0.0001 −0.0001

t-stat (−0.95) (−5.87)∗∗∗ (−1.83)∗ (−11.89)∗∗∗ (−1.67)∗ (−11.10)∗∗∗ (−1.18) (−9.65)∗∗∗

μe − μw diff 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000

t-stat (0.16) (1.07) (0.30) (2.40)∗∗ (0.20) (3.41)∗∗∗ (0.15) (1.35)

Notice that the differences reported in this table may differ from values calculated using Table 1 by 0.0001 due to rounding.

Table 3

Position of sustainability of sustainable funds vs. conventional funds.

0.25-quantile median 0.75-quantile Wilcoxon test

Sust Conv Sust Conv Sust Conv statistic

E 0.547 0.532 0.637 0.625 0.727 0.710 4.01∗∗∗

S 0.547 0.531 0.617 0.597 0.695 0.669 4.96∗∗∗

G 0.546 0.541 0.630 0.603 0.719 0.670 6.66∗∗∗

ESG 0.551 0.539 0.623 0.615 0.718 0.689 4.54∗∗∗
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is 0.35. It shows that there is no significant difference between the

3-month (out-of-sample) returns of the w’s and the 3-month (out-of-

sample) returns of the efficient portfolios, which is a key result to the

validity of our study. The sixth t-statistic in the column is −0.95. This

shows that the 3-month returns have not been made to align because

of differences in variance.

With the figures in the columns under the other three headings

of max S, max G, and max ESG showing similar results, the lesson of

Table 2 is that while the QCLP efficient portfolios in all categories are

highly comparable to their reporting-date portfolios w on financial

matters, they are far superior, and this has been shown statistically,

to their counterparts on sustainability matters. The interpretation

here is that in sustainable mutual funds, where sustainability mat-

ters, there appears to be considerable room to increase the levels

of sustainability in these funds for free (that is, without having to

trade-off against any financial criteria).

Let us now drill down a little to confirm. Going back to Table 1,

consider the Sust columns in Panel B1. In these columns, we see when

pursuing a max E efficient portfolio generating approach that on av-

erage the E-score can be increased by 0.8331 − 0.6545 = 0.1786, the

S-score by 0.1314, the G-score by 0.0437, and the composite ESG-

score by 0.1179. These figures constitute an improvement of up to

27 percent in the level of sustainability. Observing similar improve-

ments with the other efficient portfolio generating strategies of max

S, max G, and max ESG, we can see from the table that there indeed

exist substantial unused opportunities for sustainable mutual funds

to increase their levels of sustainabilities regardless of sustainability

metric used.

Even though in the table the sustainable w’s and their efficient

portfolios show higher average levels of E, S, G, and ESG than their

conventional counterparts, sustainable mutual funds in all cases have

the potential to increase their levels of sustainability more than con-

ventional mutual funds. For instance, in the E columns of Panel B1 for

max E, sustainable mutual funds can increase their sustainabilities on

average by 0.1786, but conventional mutual funds can only increase

their sustainabilities on average by 0.7973 − 0.6275 = 0.1678. This

effect is seen throughout the panel. There are two explanations for
his. One is that the ranges of possible sustainability are wider for

ustainable mutual funds than for conventional mutual funds, and

he other is that sustainable mutual funds operate less toward the

pper ends of their ranges than conventional funds.

To statistically investigate these explanations, we do the following

or each of the four sustainability measures for each w-portfolio i. Ar-

itrarily selecting E to illustrate, we obtain portfolio i’s max E and min

scores (they are in the max E and min E figures reported in Panels

1 and B2). We now introduce the notion of a portfolio’s position of

-sustainability. It is determined by the location of the portfolio’s E-

core in the range between its min E and max E. In particular, portfolio

’s position of E-sustainability pE(i) is calculated by standardizing i’s

-score on the range between its min E and max E as follows

E(i) = i’s E-score − i’s min E

i’s max E − i’s min E

n this way, pE is a vector with 55,654 entries, each ranging from 0 to

. A higher value indicates a higher position of sustainability because

he portfolio’s sustainability is nearer to its maximum than minimum.

ectors pS, pG, and pESG are obtained similarly.

The first six columns in Table 3 show the 25 percent quantile, the

edian, and the 75 percent quantile of the positions of sustainability

y sustainable and conventional mutual funds separately. More than

5 percent of all mutual funds show positions of sustainability in the

ange between 0.5 and 1 and are therefore closer to the maximum

han to the minimum.

We also test the ranks of the sustainable mutual funds compared

o the conventional mutual funds with the nonparametric Wilcoxon

ank sum test. In the rightmost of Table 3 we report upon the results

f these Wilcoxon rank sum tests and observe that all of their corre-

ponding p-values are significant at the 1 percent level. This means

hat sustainable mutual funds exhibit significantly higher ranks and

ence have higher positions of sustainability than conventional funds.

owever, although the position of sustainability in the second stage

f the asset management process is higher for sustainable mutual

unds, sustainable mutual funds still have more unused opportuni-

ies to enhance their absolute sustainability quotients (cf. Table 2).
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Table 4

Computer time analysis (in seconds).

No. stocks 1–30 31–40 41–50 51–60 61–70 71–90 91–150 151–838

No. funds 7803 7674 7385 6196 5310 7499 6814 6973

Ave CPU time 0.037 0.057 0.083 0.099 0.114 0.143 0.259 1.821
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he only reason by which this is possible is observed in Table 1: The

ange of achievable sustainability quotients is larger for sustainable

unds than it is for conventional funds.

. Computer time

Because the sustainable mutual fund industry and fund research

rms like Morningstar could and probably should report on results

uch as developed in this paper for their sustainable clients, Table 4

eports on the CPU times required for solving all of the (QCLP)s of this

tudy. The first row displays the number of assets a fund consists of.

he second row contains the number of mutual funds in each group,

nd the third row contains the average CPU time required to solve all

f a w’s eight QCLPs consecutively. All computations were performed

n an Intel Core i7-2600 (3.40 gigahertz) computer using the QCP

olver of Cplex 12.6. While CPU times are negligible for smaller port-

olios, they increase at an increasing rate with the size of the portfolio.

or the largest portfolio in our analysis (n = 838), the computation

f the four efficient and the four anti-efficient portfolios required a

ime of 16.57 seconds. While total time was almost 5 hours, this is

ot out of the question for the industry or a fund research firm to

o periodically given the hundreds of billions of dollars invested in

ustainable mutual funds.

. Conclusion

In this article, we adopt a QCLP approach to compute certain ef-

cient portfolios in a tri-criterion model that includes risk, expected

eturn, and sustainability. We compare efficient portfolios with the

eal portfolios of mutual funds and find that sustainable mutual funds

ould markedly increase the sustainability quotients of their portfo-

ios without jeopardizing financial goals. To illustrate, notice that the

verage composite ESG-score of sustainable fund portfolios (0.7072)

s only slightly higher than the respective score of conventional funds

0.6884). However, by integrating sustainability into the asset alloca-

ion as an objective, sustainable funds could achieve an ESG-score of

.8374 on average, that is, they could outperform their conventional

quivalents almost eight times more than they currently do.

Thus, we conclude that the sustainable mutual fund industry has

ubstantial leeway to increase the sustainability quotients of its port-

olios at even no cost to risk and return. The natural thought is that the

ustainable mutual fund industry is operating within a framework of

inding trade-offs. In this framework, to obtain more sustainability,

t could only come at the expense of financial performance. Investors

ccept this. But the research of this paper does not find the trade-off

ituation tight at all. Our findings are that the sustainable mutual fund

ndustry is leaving considerable sustainability on the table. That is,

he sustainability of a sustainable mutual fund can be increased quite

ubstantially before any costs to the financial criteria would have to

e paid. What this shows is that while today’s first-stage screening

rocess is sufficient to create portfolios with enough extra sustain-

bility for it to be noticed, the funds are in reality only marginally

ustainable when compared to the extra sustainabilities that could,

ithout cost, be built into the funds. This underscores the importance

f conducting the second-stage in a fashion other than the way it is

urrently practiced because it is only by the inclusion of sustainability

ssessments in this stage that the extra unutilized sustainabilities can
e identified and then fulfilled.
The conclusion that the sustainable mutual fund industry has sub-

tantial leeway to increase the sustainability quotients of its portfolios

as implications about the allocative function of finance. The alloca-

ive function of finance is the process by which an economy sees to it

hat its (scarce) capital is allocated to the production of those goods

nd services that best satisfy the preferences of the society. In fact,

he allocative function is one of the primary justifications for the field

f finance. Scaling this down to the sustainable mutual fund industry,

he allocative function to be carried here is to facilitate the signaling to

roducers about the goods, services, and management practices that

he suppliers of capital in this market wish to see more of and those

hat they wish to see less of. Unfortunately, because of the amount of

ustainability left on the table, the efficiency at which the allocative

unction operates in the sustainable mutual fund industry is not at

he level that one would normally expect of any intermediary in a

odern market-based economy.

So why does the situation appear to continue in this way with so

ittle, other than this paper, in the way of change apparent on the

orizon? One reason is that the suppliers of capital to the industry

eally have no way of knowing much about these issues. Consequently

hey put nearly full trust in the industry figuring that they are the

rofessionals and know how to do this, so there is no pressure to speak

f from them. Another is that from the industry side, the phenomenon

an’t be seen from the second-stage approaches currently used. What

t takes is a more robust second-stage modeling approach oriented

round tri-criterion tools and concepts as in this paper, but these

ools are very new and take time to adapt to, so progress can only be

xpected to be gradual. Furthermore, more research needs to be done

o make sure that the results of this paper can be readily confirmed

y others before one could expect to see major change based on the

esults of this paper.

In closing, the paper demonstrates that there is considerable slip-

age in the sustainable mutual fund industry with regard to its current

ervicing of the needs of sustainable investors and more research is

eeded on the subject. But with the capabilities of this paper as a first

ttempt, and with models the industry can now begin to build on its

wn, the industry should be in a much better position in the future to

ulfill its mandate – to create and manage sustainable mutual funds –

n a more allocative efficient way.
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